1. [adjective] Eating fast is not a worse bad thing. It is convenience convenient, though unhealthy unhealthy.

2. [adjective] If children eat too much fast food, they may become obesity obese.

3. [adverb] Children easy easily become obese and develop many diseases.

4. [choice] Fast food is the type of food that can let us satisfy our hunger in a quick way.

5. [choice] Parents care about the health of their children but recently a measurement survey reported that more than 50% of our children are overweight.

6. [choice] Parents should care about what the children choose to eat.

7. [choice] There is no nutrition that children can gain/receive from fast food.

8. [gerund] Children’s growing up is affected because fast food contains a lot of fat and sugar.

9. [gerund] There are some advantages of eating in fast food shops.

10. [gerund] When we throw away the leftovers of fast food, we give our children a wrong message. We must stop producing such wastes.

11. [infinitive] Remember that don’t not to eat too much.

12. [it] It is easy for children to develop diseases because their bodies are weaker.

13. [noun] During rush hour, it is not easy to find a seat in the fast food shops.

14. [noun] Fast food contains a lot of fat. It may affect the normal absorption of nutrition.

15. [noun] Fast food packages ensure the cleanliness and ease to tidy up.

16. [noun] Since the popularity of fast food shops is increasing, parents feed their children with fast food.

17. [p.p.] We live in a fast food culture. It is not surprising surprising that many parents feed their children with fast food.

18. [passive] Fast food can be eaten, but you should not eat too much.

19. [passive] Fast food is more convenient. It is cooked in a simple way. We can eat faster.

20. [plural] Eating fast food will bring children a lot of problems.

21. [preposition] Meals in restaurants are usually provided with fruits and vegetables.

22. [pronoun] Parents buy McDonald’s meals for their children because they love eating them.

23. [rewrite] Shops like McDonald’s and KFC, continuously eating their food from shops like McDonald’s and KFC, will have a lot of long-term harmful effects.

24. [simple] If we care about our children, please don’t let them lose their health.

25. [singular] Fast food is very convenient to buy and it is cheap. We can easily buy it.

26. [verb] Fast food shops always sell the food with toys to attract children to buy it.

27. [spelling] Fast food has a lot of calories, but lacks proteins, vitamins and minerals.

28. [uncountable] McDonald’s provides much tasty and crispy food for children.

29. [uncountable] There are much meat but only a little vegetables in fast food.

30. [verb] I strongly disagree/object that we feed our children with fast food because it heightens the risk of getting heart diseases.